


WILL YOUTH FIGHT!

Peace Ballot
Sponsored by

United States Committee of the
WORLD YOUTH CONGRESS

A. In Case 0/ Armed Conflict, The United States Should
[] I. Prohibit the shipment of munitions and other. war materials to all

countries at war.
r ] 2. Sell munitions and other war materials to all countries inipartiaHy
[x) 3. Allow munitions and other war materials to be supplied only

to nations attacked.

B. When War Th"eatens In Other Parts Of The World, The
Policy 0/ the United States Should Be To
[ ] 1. Refuse to take part with other countries in any attempt to prevent war.
[ 1 2. Consult with other nations for the preventin of war.
I: ] 3. Act together with other nations for the prevention of war (for

example-barring munitions and other supplies from attackin;;
nations) but under no circumstances use armed force.

[x) 4. Join with other nations in whatever steps may be necessary to check
war.

C. I Will Fight For
I: ] 1. The United States Government only in case our country is invaded.
I: ] 2. The United States Government under any circumstances.
[x) 3. The United States Governmf,nt under no circumstances.'
[x) 4. Democracy against fascism.

D. I Believe That The Best Means Of Settling World Problems Are

I: ] 1. . War.

[x) 2. Cooperation among nations for the prevention of war, directeJ
against those provoking war (collective security).

'[ ] 3. Policy of isola tion.

/: ] 4. More even distribu60n ',of raw materials, such as oil, rubber, and- .).

metals.
[x) 5. World socialism.

E. I Favor Reduction Of Our Pre,,-ent Military And Naval Budgets
1:] 1. Under no circumstances.
/: ] 2. If reductio!)s are also made by other great powers.
[x) 3. No matter what other nations do.

• :>ee Section on Oxford Pledge.



WE WANT TO LIVE

by Leonard J. Mason

OVER 700 young' people came from 36 countries to Geneva, SWlc-

zerland, last summer. The thought that brought them there
was simply "Peace". The tragic knowledge that somewhere, some·
how things were taking place that threatened to bring the forces
of destruction into open play disturbed them. They came to dis
cuss and to act.

Most of the delegates were from European countries where bor·
ders of different nations are numerous and where every border is
a potential no-man's land. No oceans of water separate them in their
daily contacts. They easily saw that what threatened one, threat
ened all. Although their diplomatic leaders had found it increas
ingly difficult to reach any common ground, these young people,
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youth leaders, unanimously adopted a program of action for peace.
The American delegation of 40 gained the feeling that unity of
youth in the individual countries plus world-wide coope~ation is not
only possible but of prime necessity if we are to avoid the whirl
winds of war.

It is the American Committee of this International Congress tha~

now has asked America's youth, not the leaders, but the great mass
of them, in their schools and factories, their churches and temples,
their social and community centers to consider the same problems
raised at Geneva and give their answers. The Young Communist
League, which participated in that World Youth Congress and
accepted the common program wants to present its point of view
on the different questions now being discussed. We feel that only
10 a free and all-sided discussion can youth reach decisions worthy
of the problems we face.
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WHO ARE THE WAR MAKERS?

THE world we live in is balanced on a sword. Three times during

the past five years the forces of destruction have struck. First,
Japan pounced on China and stole the ·province of Manchuria, set
up a puppet government controlled by Japan and used that as a
base from which to take more and more land from China. No war
had been declared. It was a clear case of aggression and Japan got
away with it. Her getting away with it opened the path to World
War which becomes more and more imminent and set a style for
aggression that is getting increasingly popular.

A few years later the Italian dictator, sorely pressed by a food
hungry population and a profit hungry ruling class offered to give
the former relief in the form of war with its accompaniment of
death and destruction, and the latter relief in the form of colonies
from which to squeeze new wealth. After many months of secret
preparation we awoke one morning to learn that Italian armies were
marching in Ethiopia. Again, as in China, no war had been dec
lared. Again the world had a clear case of aggression and Musso
lini, like the Japanese got away with it.

Intervention in Spain

Last summer a war broke III Spain. It was ostensibly a civil war
between rebel generals and a Republican government. Months later
the world began to hear of a foreign invasion. Seventy thousand Ital
ians, thirty thousand Germans, tens of thousands of Portuguese and
Moors began capturing Spanish cities in a "Civil" war. Foreign
armies hammered at the gates of Madrid. German and Italian planes
bombed the city's streets although no war had been declared. Again
the world had a clear case of aggression. Again no war had been
declared and again the aggressors are being permitted to get away
with it by the other countries.
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In March 1937 a secret document found by a British newspaper·
man stationed in Berlin was handed over to the British government.
Part!S of the document were revealed in London newspapers and
told that 'there might soon be a revolt in Czecko-Slovakia and thi~

would offer Germany the excuse to repeat the method of undeclared
war against a smaller nation. The revolt was being prepared with
money and propaganda agents supplied from Berlin. This planned
revolt is linked with the Hitler refusal to sign non-aggression pacts
with his eastern neighbors, Czecko-Slovakia and the Soviet Union.
It flows from his dream: "When we talk of new lands we are bound
to think first of Russia and her other bordet, states. Fate itself seems
to gwe us our direction." (Mein Kampf).

In addition the war plans quite commonly discussed include
tentative Japanese attack on the Soviet Union from the east in order
to dismember that country. The recent Hitler-Japanese anti-com
munist pact was simply another link in the chain of planned
aggresSIOn.

Definite proof of the source of war provocation and plots were
uncovered in a Japanese newspaper, "Miyako." Unwittingly, it car
ried a story in its February 20 issue, reporting what occurred at a
s@cret session of the Budgetary Committee of the Japanese lower
house. One of the deputies, Ashida, asked the war minister, Gen
eral Sugiyama, "whether the army knew the carrying capacity of
the trans-Siberian railroad," which is the Soviet link with the far
East. The war minister replied that he had this information, explain
ing: "In Russia there are elements in opposition to the present gov
ernment and it was precisely through them that we learned it."

Who are these "opposition elements?" One does not have to
~earch hard to find them. They finally confessed that they conspired
not only with the Japanese militarists, but also with the Nazis, to
make war upon the Soviet Union so that they could ride into power
on the crest of a Soviet defeat. In short, what the Japanese war
m111lster said, corroborates the confessions of the Trotzkyites at the
Moscow trials.
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The New Benedict Arnold

Leon Trotzky, the Benedict Arnold of the Soviet Union is not
only fighting for the overthrow of the Soviet government. He is a
bitter opponent of the Peoples Front of France. In Spain, the Trot2
kyites join Franco and Mussolini in calling for the overthrow of the
Spanish government. In the United States, the Trotzkyites· oppose
the collarboration of the nations for peace. They proclaim Musso
lini's ~Iogan that sanctions mean war. They fight against the
World Youth Congress calling it a company union. For that matter
they try to split and defeat every united youth action for peace.

And there is method behind this seeming madness. The activi
ties of the Trotzkyites here and throughout the world dovetail with
the plots that were uncovered at the Moscow trials. How else can
one explain the fact that the Hearst papers, run by America's num
ber one fascist, have printed every anti-Soviet utterance of Tretzky?
Loud talk, and revolutionary phrases cannot obscure the facts of an
unholy alliance between the fascist instigators of war, and the
Trotzkyites.

Three countries are here seen to be the lawbreakers of the world.
Each one of them was a signer of the Kellogg Peace Pact which out
lawed war as a national policy. They have been responsible for the
deaths of hundreds and thousands and the initiators of plans which
may lead to a new World War, once again dragging the people
of the United States in its wake.

The supporters of peace in this country recognize the dangers
and the cry of "Let's do something about it" resounds into the very
halls of Congress. But although everybody says let's do something
about it there is very little agreement on what should be done.
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WILL NEUTRALITY BRING PEACE?

THERE are those who declare: let us build a military machine su-

perior to any other one in the world. With this machine we can
then proceed to protect the honor of the flag and prosper in war.
The honor of the flag of these people is simply their desire to grow
rich at the cost of the lives of youth. This was the policy followed
in the World War. At that time two sets of countries, intent upon
increasing their colonial wealth, and grabbing new markets, jumped
at each other's throats. For three years the United States remained
on the sidelines. Our president, Woodrow Wilson, said we were
neutral. American business interests however, with the knowledge
and support of the government, sold goods to both sides for cash
and on credit. We were willing to act as seconds to the fighters
in both corners and reap the major portion of the purse by so doing.
But after a while one of the fighters managed to rope off most of
the ring, that is, get control of the seas, and our services were lim
ited to one side, the Allies. The shipments and loans continued
until it appeared that the Allied cause would go down to defear
together with all the American investments. It was then that Amer
ica's youth was roused by propaganda, which had been rising steadily
for months. They were drafted and sent across the seas to fight.
The Allied cause was the gaining of German colonies and the
smashing of a rival imperialist power. The Versailles Treaty signed
at the end of the war did strip Germany of her colonial empire and
tried to make Germany pay for the whole war through the imposi
tion of "reparations." The victorious imperialist bloc took its full
pound of flesh from the defeated imperialist bloc. Both victor and
vanquished however had their economic power shaken to the roots
by the war and American bankers emerged as the creditors of the
entire world. That was how Uncle Sam became Uncle Shylock in
Europe.

That was where our "neutrality" led in 1914.
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The "New" Type of Neutrality
Large sections of the peace movement, reacting to the astounding

revelations of the Nye Munitions Committee, which show how
bankers, traders, industrialists brought us into war, have enthus
iastically accepted a different kind of "neutrality." The impression
is being created that on "neutrality" laws depends the peace of
America. And the discussion over "mandatory" and "discretionary"
neutrality confuses more and more people.

At the present time we have instead of two sets of international
robbers aiming to tear each other apart, one group, aggressive,
eager, to reopen the battle for colonies. This group consists of Ger
many, Italy and Japan. Two of them are members of the victorious
Allies, the third, the center of the defeated World War bloc. On the
other side, in contradistinction to what existed in 1914 we find the
following, the Soviet Union, formerly Czarist Russia. This country
desires peace because it needs no colonies out of which to squeeze
wealth. Its people have rid themselves of their bankers, their muni·
tions traders, their landlords and thereby destroyed the roots of war
profit. They seek to cooperate with all who may be interested in
maintaining peace.

Then there is France which is an imperialist country, it is true.
France owns colonial possessions which it seized in various wars
including the last one. But since then the French people have
united to elect a Peoples Front government dedicated to an active
peace program. The munitions plants are being taken over by the
government, the war minded groups are being pushed out of their
places of influence and treaties have been made with the colonies
looking toward the freedom of the latter.

Wavering as to where to stand is Great Britain. Britain is con·
trolled by a die-hard conservative -group whose sympathies lie with
what Hitler is doing. But economic and political facts impel them
to fear war at present. Britain needs no additional foreign terri
tories. It fears a new war would bring about the end of the Empire
through revolts and the breaking away of the Dominions. Already
the dominions are discussing whether they would stand by the
"mother" country in case of war. And the strong peace movement
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within the country is affecting the stand of the government, and
striving to set up a Labor government which would work for peace.

The peace bloc also includes a number of smaller countries like
Czecko-Slovakia, Sweden, Turkey who want to maintain their inde
pendence in the face of the voracious appetites of the aggressors.
On the part of this group we haven't had a single warlike action
against any country in recent years. In this group we must also
include colonial and semi-colonial countries like China, South Amer
ican nations for whom war only means further danger to their
integrity. This clearly, is different from 1914 when all the great
powers were part of some aggressive alliance for imperialist pur
poses.

Punishing the Victim

Th~ "neutrality" we have had developed this year has already
been applied in two cases. When Italy attacked the weak Ethiopian
nati"on, the Congress of the United States put an embargo on muni
tions for Italy and Ethiopia. This sounds fair enough. Both coun
tries were permitted to buy oil, gun cotton, steel and other materials
from which to make munitions in their own plants. Still sounds fair.
But, Ethiopia, the victim had not been preparing for war because
it had no warlike intentions, Mussolini had. Ethiopia, furthermore,
had no factories in which purchased war materials could be con
verted into weapons. The great French author Anatole France once
stated about his country: "The law in its majestic equality forbids
the rich as well as the pom' to sleep under bridges, to beg in the
streets and steal En'ead." Our neutrality in the Ethiopian war
established the same kind of "equality."

In that war our policy helped put Ethiopia into the chains of
slavery. It showed the aggressors that they could continue to get
away with it. The fruits of this policy are now evident in Spain and

. unless there is a reversal it soon will lead us deeper into the mire.
'" A few months after the. outbreak of the. Spanish war, on the

opening day of Congress another neutrality bill was shoved down
the throats of the American people. This little verbatim report from
the records of Congress will show.why we say "shoved."
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Rep. O'Malley: Can the gentleman advise how it is pos
sible for us to give adequate study to this resolution when ·it
it not even in print. Some of 'us do not like to vote for bills
when we have no copies of them to study?

Chairman McReynolds, representative of the president in-
this matter: I can give the gentleman a copy . . . but there
is not very much to consider, I say to the gentleman from
Wisconsin. It is just a plain little resolution.

"Just a plain little resolution" which only affected the fate of
23 million people and fixed American foreign policy. Again it may
seem a fair way of dealing with the problem. But in this war, one
side was a friendly Democratic government, elected by the people
and having an ambassador in Washington. The other side was a
group of generals, puppets in the hands of the aggressor bloc who
were supplying them with all they needed for munitions and even
trained armies. The rebel generals did not buy any goods in this
country because they were getting theirs mainly on credit in return
for promised concessions to their creditors. These concessions were
in the form of mines, and colonial possessions which could be useJ
for further war. Our neutrality law was aimed at the Spanish gov
ernment which was seeking to purchase materials here. The passing
of this act in the midst of the war was an unneutral act because
it was aimed very specifically at one side. In the Senate Gerald P.
Nye declared: "/ hope it is not going to be done in the name of
neutrality for strictly speaking, neutrality it is not."

The New York Times representative in Berlin cabled at that
time: "The semi-official Diplomatische Korrespondenz which speaks
for the Foreign Office, cannot find w01·ds strong enough to express
its satisfaction with the American stand." When the criminal
approves your law enforcement system there is something wrong
with that system.

Neutrality, 1914, Model T. aided the industrialist and war
profiteers in their efforts to involve us into war. Neutrality, stream
lined 1936 model has twice thrown us onto the side of the war.
makers, against the victims of attack.
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STOP THE AGGRESSOR

THE peace groups who have supported this 1936 style neutrality
did not do it because they wanted to help the aggressors. Behind

their action is the desire to keep America out of war. They have
reasoned: if the 1914 neutrality was a fake and helped bring us into
war, we should do the very opposite and thereby stay out of war.
You might also reason as follows: since you got soaked because you
didn't wear a rain coat yesterday therefore wear one today and stay
dry (even if the sun is shining today). The conditions in 1937

differ from those in 1914. The course taken by the peace movement
must differ correspondingly. Reason, not hysteria, even if it is
iq.tended for a good cause, must decide our program.

First, let us see whethere in the two cases offered there was any
danger of America being dragged into war if measures were taken
against the aggressor. In the case of Ethiopia, Great Britain for
reasons of her own put an embargo on Italy and permitted Ethio
pia to buy munitions. Did Italy dare attack Great Britain? And if
the United States had joined in a similar move other countries would
have followed. Italy could not undertake a war aganist Ethiopia
and a dozen other countries even if she had wanted to. Mussolill1
understood that collective action would mean an end to his war
moves so he exploded in his typical bluffing style about being ready
to fight the whole world. The great power;, particularly Britain
and France were not very anxious to stop Italy but just wanted to
curb some of Mussolini's desires. They used Mussolini's bluff as an
excuse to back down.

Sanctions and War
But Mussolini's cry "Sanctions Means War," also had its desired

effect on certain groups who were interested in peace. These began
shuddering at the prospect of Italian fascism undertaking to fight
the whole world single handed. The most vociferous of the shudderers
was the Socialist Party. It invested Britain and France (pre-People,;
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Front) with an actual desire to stop Mussolini. It insisted that nu
demands be made on the American government, because if Mussolini
were deprived of his oil and gun-cotton by our government and
found it impossible to continue his war against Ethiopia he would
be ready to declare war against us, Britain and France as well as
against the Soviet Union which was pushing collective security in
the League of Nations. This did not, however, keep the same
Socialist Party from demanding that the Soviet Union cease its
pressure on Britain and France and independently take sanctions
against Italy.

In the Spanish War, Mexico, a small country has consistently
shipped airplanes, munitions and other materials to Spain. Has this
brought them anywhere near war? The Spanish government has
sent its own ships here to pick up the material and has offered to
pay cash so that America would in no way be involved. In these
two cases, American support of peace and democracy would not have
involved us in war. It rather would have served to discourage the
aggressors at present and helped to prevent world war in the future.

But let us go on to see whether this neutrality law, operating
under other circumstances, might not keep us out of danger. The
law bars only actual ammunition and guns. It permits the sale of
raw materials. Such a law would permit the aggressor Japan to
buy materials here to use against China. War trade is still per
mitted. But to the latest "neutrality" proposals there is tacked on
the "cash and carry" plan. This provides that in wartime belligerents
buying goods in this country must pay cash and take it on their
own ships. The chief thought behind this is that if the belligerent
takes title to the goods the sinking of the carrying boat afterward
would not be considered an "incident" leaQing to war in this country.
Here there is a basic false presumption, that wars are caused by such
"incidents" rather than the result of more basic factors.

"Incidents" and War

The sinking of the Lusitania in the last war, the shooting uf
Archduke Ferdinand were not the causes of American participation
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or the outbreak of the war. They were merely excuses used after
the stage had been set. This provision also operates to the benefit
of the powers who can control the sea. It was generally agreed in
congress at the time of its discussion that Great Britain, with her
large fleet would reap the greatest benefit. The proposal would also
tend to bring the warfare close to our own shores from which the
goods would be sent.

Recognizing these great weaknesses it has been proposed that
the law be made so stringent as to bar all trade with belligerent
countries. Then we'd have no investments abroad and we could hide
behind our borders. A beautiful dream, if attainable, but an ugly
nightmare in its consequences. Such a program disregards the very
fundamentals of the society we live under. The life blood of our
system of society is business, trade, investments. In the depression
year, 1935, foreign trade, that is exports and imports of the United
States, were above 4 billion dollars. With the improvement in eco
nomic conditions this figure is rising. As war on a large scale comes
closer the boom will be tremendous. Furthermore, we do not have
to wait until war breaks out to find American money invested
abroad. Germany, Italy, France and numerous other countries have
for year been floating. loans in the United States. The war-time
investments would only add to the cause of war, not create it.
Under the present type of society the shutting of.f of trade is clearly
an absurdity. It would be equal to asking the kings of finance to
relinquish their control.

Commenting on the "neutrality legislation," The New York
Tj.mes declares that the resolutions proposed "Are aimed at achieving
a 'neutrality' which is more legalistic than real." And further: .

"We live, after all, in a world which steadily grows smaller
as modern means of communication and transportation an
nihilate both time and distance. We have an inescapable in
terest in the fortune of other nations. We are certain to be
affected by the decisions they may' make between democracy
and dictatorship, between peace and war. We have a rich stake
in their markets, in their SCience, in their culture. And in the



long run it seems probable that we shall recognize the neces
sary limitations of a policy of isolation and come to accept,
however gradually, the share of responsibility which falls
naturally to a great world poweL" (March 20, 1937)'

Today, before war has involved us, they' have prepared their in
dustrial mobilization plan to establish military control over all labor,
censor the press and radio, conscript the entire civilian population
and draft all between the ages of 21 and 31 (Sheppard-Hill Bill).
Even if a law shutting off trade in case of war were to be passed
now, the first flush of prospective war profits would bring big
business, with its avenues of public misinformation into play and
we'd be back in 1917.

Secretary of State Hull testifying before a Congressional Com
mittee on March 19, 1937 warned against accepting neutrality legisla
tion as "a sure guarantee of keeping us out of War." (New York
Times, March 20, 1937). But we can be franker than the spokesman
of the government. Neutrality will not only not keep us out of war
once the wheels start grinding, but it is a fiction and a snare because
it tends to distract attention from the real road to peace.

The Ostrich Policy

The weakness of this neutrality policy is that it imagines a world
where democracy can be destroyed all over excepting the United
States and where war can be raging everywhere and not affect the
strongest power. The Hitler-Mussolini-]apanese war program does
not cease with what has been done already. Mussolini now aims to
build himself a great African empire. He is drunk with the glory
of the Caesars and mad with the desire to rule like Alexander the Great
in the interest of Italian capitalism. Hitler war maker, par excellence,
now turns his attention to Czecko-Slovakia. In his autobiography
he also says: "This to be sure under the condition that Germany
sees in the destruction of France only a means for providing oUI
people with a final possibility of extension to another place." Further,
his main plan is to make war on the Soviet government and detach
the rich Ukrainian section as a colony.



But Hitler's plans are beginning to come closer to home. Nazi
propagandists are rampant in South America particularly in Brazil.
Not so long ago the State Department in Washinyton heard rumors
of this widespread activity which might lead to serious complications.
If you want confirmation, notice that the "neutrality" legislation
proposed in the 75th Congress exempted the South American coun
tries from its provisions.

We have adopted a false neutrality in dealing with Spain anJ
Ethiopia. Would America still stand aside unconcerned when Czecko
Slovakia, the Soviet Union, France or even England felt the attacks
of these drunken dictators? And could we still remain outside of the
picture in "splendid isolation" through the use of a law passed in
the 75th Congress? With all the wooden shacks going up in flames
of war, it js hardly possible that the fragile structure we live in
would be protected for any length of time.

Nazis Heil Our Stand

Neutrality is not a fire-proofing substance but rather an aid to
the war-makers. The German official paper quoted earlier said of
this: "It must be recognized that the United States follows this policy
and consequently has demonstrated its sense of responsibility not only
in its own interests but in the interests of universal peace." Or less
diplomatically, in the interests of a Hitler peace. We win Nazi praise
because this program coincides with Hitler's plans. These are simply
tying the hands of the countries which want peace, while Hitler
makes his little excursions into different areas. He proposes non
aggression pacts to France on the proviso that he be left free to act
in the east. This he calls "localization of war."

Another serious weakness in our "neutrality" policy is that it
takes for granted the inevitability of war and in advance attempts
to deal with all situations. Although the gravity of world affairs can
not be minimized, a proper organization of the peace forces will
tend to postpone, stave off the outbreak of war. Our very program,
not only encourages the aggressor but disheartens, discourages the
people fighting for peace in other countries.
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What we have obviously implied in these pages is that America
can be kept out of war not by isolating ourselves, but by the method
of international cooperation with other countries and other peoples
who are interested in the same goal of peace.

CAN GOVERNMENTS BE
INFLUENCED?

N0W, most peace workers are willing to grant that cooperation

between the different people of the world is of prime necessity in
maintaining peace. It is easy to understand that if the peoples of the
world, who do not want to die in the interests of wealth, were to

unite, wars would not take place. But it so happens that these peoples
are organized into units which are run by governments. It is the
governments who conduct international affairs. Their conduct of
these affairs must be regulated by the wills and needs of the people.

We had an example of such regulation in Britain during the
Ethiopian War. This government together with France attempted
to reach an agreement with Italy to carve Ethiopia between them
selves. A storm of protest on the part of the B~itish people smashed
the agreement and blasted its initiator Sir Samuel Hoare out of the
cabinet. British peace fighters had come out for international co
operation against their government. In "France the same agreement
brought the Laval government to its doom and helped put the
Peoples Front into power. Had that power been stronger not only in
these two countries but also in the United States it would have been
possible to stop the sale of oil to Mussolini and cripple his entire war
machinery.

It has been said that we should not even make any demands of
this nature on the government but that the workers themselves
should whenever war threatens use their organizations to stop the
shipments of war materials to aggressor nations. We must recognize
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that the center of the peace movement is not reliance upon any
government but rather on the understanding and action of the
majority of the people especially the workers. But there is no con
tradiction between longshoremen refusing to load munitions going
to Italy when Etiopia was attacked and these same longshoremen
demanding that the government deny licenses to dealers shipping
this goods.

International Cooperation

Such a negative attitude has been taken particularly by the Social·
ist Party as mentioned earlier, especially under the influence of its
recent affiliates, the Trotzky followers. What manner of nonsense is
this which urges American youth to demand of the American
government withdrawal of marines from foreign lands, cutting down
of the military budget, ending of the R.O.T.C., passage of the
American Youth Act but tries to stop action which is much more
basic in its effect? Surely a worker who puts pressure on his employer
in order to win higher wages is not betraying the class struggle.
Why then should not the peace movement place demands upon the
government, and force it to collaborate for peace?

International cooperation means first: Action of youth, of labor
and of all the people of the world. The World Youth Congress at
Geneva, the Brussels Peace Congress at the same time brought to
gether representatives of hundreds of millions of people. They decid
ed to organize the people to fight for peace in independent actions
and in demanding that their governments work together for peace.
That is what is called Collective Security. It is diametrically opposed
to Hitler's localization of war and our brands of false neutrality.

International cooperation means the working together of the
peoples of the world in cooperation with the Soviet government
which has demonstrated a consistent peace policy (proposals for total
disarmament or, effective partial disarmament, non-aggression pacts
offered to all including Japan, definition of aggressor, giving up of
foreign spheres of influence, etc.) in cooperation with counties like
Spain, Mexico and France where the people have gained a measure
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of government power and the forcing of all other governments to
take a stand for peace and democracy. If this is done, the aggressors,
small in number, dependent on foreign assistance, would not dare to
violate peace treaties with such ease and go into war. And should
they be so foolhardy as to take a 50 to I chance how long and how
difficult would it be for the organized might of 50 countries to stop
them and save millions of lives from destruction?

Our Legislative Program

As a practical legislative program for the United States, we sup
port those measures proposed by the Communist Party, which
specify:

I. Require that the President shall take notice when any nation
signatory of the Kellogg Pact shall violate the provisions of that Pact
by making war, whether officially declared or not; and shall call it to
the attention of Congress;

2. That when the violation of this treaty with the United States
is established, an embargo shall be placed against all economic trans
actions with the guilty power until the aggression is stopped and
reparation made;

3. That any government, not itself an' aggressor in violation of
the Kellogg Pact, but suffering from an attack by enemies from within
or without, shall not be hindered in its continuance of normal com
mercial relations with the United States;

4. That a violator of the Kellogg Pact should be considered to be
that state which is the first to declare war upon another state; which
uses its armed land, naval or air forces, with or without a declara
tion of war, to invade the territory, or to attack the vessels or to
blockade the ports of another state;

5. That a state should also be considered the aggressor, in viola
tion of the Kellogg Pact, when it gives support to armed parties or
factions engaged in insurrecti0n against the democratically established
government of another nation;

6. That in accordance with the principles laid down in the
Buenos Aires conference the United States consult with other
nations in case of war or the imminent danger of war.



WHAT IS THE OXFORD PLEDGE?

IN the United States the student peace movement has to an

extent developed around what is know as the Oxford Pledge.
Hundreds of thousands of students have pledged not to support
the United States government in any war it may conduct. We,
of the Young Communist League, have supported this stand and
will continue to do so. For us it is an expression of the desire of
young people to stay out of war and a lack of confidence in the
government's policy of preparing huge armies and navies for im
perialist war. We have had ample examples to justify this position.
The Spanish-American War, the World War, American intervention
in Cuba, Haiti, Nicaragua, China to protect investments of a few of
our wealthy citizens have forced us to take an independent stand,
fighting for peace. And when the United States government takes a
stand against the Spanish Republic by denying her the right to buy
materials here, it has been necessary to oppose our own government
in order to defend democracy and safeguard peace. That is what
we mean when we say: Support the Oxford Pledge by working for
peace and democracy.

Under Different Conditions

If we take this pledge today it is because we have in mind the
type of government that we have and the foreign policy of this
government up to the present. But we would not ask the youth of
the Soviet Union or the youth of France or Spain to stand by a
similar pledge. The Spanish government is today waging a war for
ced upon it. It was attacked by the rebel generals on July 16, 1936
after these had received promises of support from two foreign
powers. If the Spanish young people had adopted a pacifist policy
they would have folded their arms and declared that they would not
defend the Republic. The military clique would have been victorious
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and instituted what Franco calls an "authoritarian" state, replica of
the Italian or German tyranny. The age-old efforts of the Spaniards
for a republican form of government would have been smashed,
thrown back for many years and Spain would have become a link in
fascist moves which seeks to destroy democracy and peace everywhere.
For Hitler and Mussolini Spain signifies rich mercury and tin mines,
of tremendous importance for war, control of the Mediterranean and
consequent saddling of fascist power in Africa. The rich mineral
wealth would supply Hitler the base for war in Europe.

Under those circumstances it was necessary for Spanish youth
to do what they have done, that is, to take arms with an enthusiasm
and self-sacrifice which history has seldom seen. Catholic and Com
munist, Socialist and Republican have, at the beginning practically
with bare hands, later in training received since the war began, been
fighting to stop the aggressors. American youth must not only wel
come this response, but recognize its significance as far as our own
safety is concerned and consequently come to the aid of Spanish
Democracy in its hour of need.

We could not justifiably ask the youth of France or the Soviet
Union, who face fascist aggression and whose governments do not
desire to attack anyone else, to refuse to support their governments.
It is only by their support of their governments in a system of in
ternational security that these young people can stay out of war and
help keep war out of the world. And should we, in the United
States, develop a government such as France or Spain has, a govern
ment representing the interests of the majority of the people as for
example a Farmer- Labor government, we would not ask the youth
to take the Oxford Pledge. On the contrary, we would urge support
of this government's foreign policy, taking for granted of course,
that this policy would be tending to stop the aggressor in order to
preserve democracy and peace at home and abroad.
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THE ARMS RACE AND PEACE

AS we discuss the various sides of peace, we must take cognizance

of the dangerous armament race raging everywhere. At the time
of writing Congress is still discussing the 1938 arms budget. Once

again, for the third year in a row it will equal or pass the staggering
figure of one billion dollars. Over half of this is to be spent on the
navy. With 5,000,000 young people out of school and out of work
how easily could this wealth be used in getting them useful work or
sending them back to complete their education. Such an investment
would guarantee a much healthier, finer America in years ahead.
Battleships, bombers, poison gasses are purely instruments of waste
and destruction of American lives and property.

The world race to war is reflected in the armament race. The
Foreign Policy Association has estimated that in "two years worlJ
expenditure for military purposes has more than doubled, rising
from a total of about 5 billion dollars in 1934 (a figure well above
the 1913 level) to almost II billion in 1936. "(The Rising Tide of
Armament" by W m. T. Stone and Helen Fischer).

With the expiration of the Washington Conference Naval Pacts
all caution has been thrown to the winds and the big navy men are
rolling in the peoples money. Britain, Japan and the United States
are matching each other with all the abandon of a bridge game in
which tooth picks are the stakes. This navy is not for defense as
we have been told.

Atlantic and Pacific

From a geographic point of VIew we are the safest country ill
the world. Major General Hagood writes: "The fashion of the day is
to minimize the strategic strength of the two great oceans on our
east and west and to discount the enormous difficulties that these
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trackless seas would impose upon our would-be invaders". He goe~

on to show from practical battle experiences in the last war that the
greatest sea-power on earth, Britain, was unable to take its fleet and
army far from the home ports and carry out its objectives. In pas
sing we would like to quote from the Congressional Record of March
5, 1937. In a discussion on the Naval Appropriations Bill that day
Rep. O'Connor of Montana declared: "I call your attention to. the
tact that we were engaged in great World War. Never a single shot
was tired by the Navy at the United States in that war." But Hagood
like all good militarists still insists that our protection is a navy
second to none.

Senator Nye has repeatedly stated that the plans of the War
Department are all drawn up to deal with a war fought 7,000 miles
tram our shores. General Smedley Butler has insisted that our navy
with a cruising radius of 25,000 miles is an instrument of aggres
sion and must be cut down. If our problem is one of actual national
defense against invasion at present, all that we need is a small army
and coast defense.

Armaments and Isolation

American military expenditures seem to follow the neutrality
schemes of 1914 and 1936. They are predicated on America acting
alone in international affairs. They predicated on protecting American
banking investments in Latin America and the Far East. They disre
gard the interests of peace and the economic needs of the _people,
of the youth in this country.

If there is any country in the world in the position to call ..1

halt to the world armament raCe it is ours. Geographically we border
two countries with whom there isn't the slightest danger of having
war. (This didn't prevent jingoists in Washington from secretly be
ginning to build forts on the Canadian border a few years ago.) The
wide oceans offer further protection. If we take our place in a system
of international security with countries interested in maintaining
peace we will stop the aggressor in his tracks. Working jointly, it
will not be necessary for each country to pour such wealth into in-
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struments of death. And by this country taking the lead towards
disarmament we will be able to draw others into line.

That is, if we are really interested in defense against invasion.
But there are powerful forces in high circles who still dream of
empire and conquests. To permit the present armaments race 1.0

proceed unabated would be disastrous. The New York Times of
March 20, r937 said: "Secretary of State Hull, in testimony before
the House Appropriations Committee, reiterated a recently expressed
belief that European armament programs threaten a military catas
trophe or an 'almost inevitable' economic catastrophe 'within a year
or so' unless they are abandoned." And a European economic ca
tastrophe must inevitably have its reactions in the United States.

We are faced with the problem of continuing in the direction
which our government has gone in the past two years, armaments,
increased R.O.T.C., leaving the C.e.C. Camps in the hands of th-:
War Department, proposal of the Industrial Mobilization Plan to
put labor under military rule in case of "national emergency" and
the attempt to withraw into a shell, out of world affairs. Such a
stand on the part of our country encourages similar tendencies on the
part of England, France and other nations at the same time that it

gives increased leeway to those who have made war their primary
instrument of government rule. The alternative leads to lowering thl:
burden of armaments, stopping the headlong plunge to internationai
catastrophe.

Purpose of R. O. T. C.

From our discussion of the Oxford Pledge it should be clear t::>
all that Communists are not pacifists.

The purposes of the army training in the R.O.T.e. are:

"First: to qualify students for leadership in time of national
emergency. Second: to provide the nation with an electorate
informed of the purpose and necessity for a same 'system of
national defense and (>f the weaknesses our present system."
(Hagood, "We Can Defend America").
The army therefore attempts to use the students as propagandists



for the militarists. Time and again the R.O.T.e. has been inflameJ
against the peace movement on the campus, civil liberties and tht:
organization efforts of labor. The armies of most countries are honey
combed with people who make war their profession and glory. W~
fight for the abolition of the R.O.T.C. but as long as it exists we
urge those who are ready to fight actively against fascism and war
to take advantage of the training offered. If the anti-fascist youth
of Spain had done this they would have been able to much soone~

end the uprising of the rebel generals. In France today the Com
munist Party has taken the lead in trying to get the government
to cleanse the army and navy of the reactionary supporters of fascism
an.d the munitions makers. At the same time Young Communists
and other youth supporters of the Peoples Front educate those in
the army as to the causes of war and how these should be fought.

The young people taking R.O.T.C. and being trained for war in
other military organization must he won for the cause of peace. It.
is therefore consistent to oppose the militarization of youth at the
same time that anti-fascist youth enter those military to further
democracy and peace.

Up to the present we have dealt with two proposed methods of
keeping America out of war, "neutrality" and "international cc;

operation". But there are still other proposed remedies. Some few
people still have the temerity of suggesting war as a means of set
tling world pI:oblems. For them may we suggest a visit to a front line
trench with its poison gas, hand grenades, machine guns, trench
mortars and bombers overhead. But the unfortunate part about this
is that those who proclaim it like Mussolini who says: " War alon::
brings up to its highest tension aLL human energies and puts the
stamp ot nobility upon the people who have the coumge to meet it",
are not the ones who go to the front.



WHAT ABOUT COLONIES?

A NOTHER proposed remedy is that which dreams of doing away

with the dangers of war by appeasing those who wish to make
war. If the wolf wishes to attack the flock throw him a sheep anJ
satisfy him is the apparent theory.

What is desired by the aggressors today is the seizure of new
lands. Nazi official Goebels declared on January 17, 1936: "We are
a poor nation. We have no colonies, no t'aw materials, But tVt

must tell the other nations that the time will come when we must
demand our colonies back. It is dangerous for the world not t:J
concede such demands, because some day the bomb will explode."
Using this argument even many who are against war proclaim the
need of giving the aggressor countries these raw material sources
they claim. If this were the thing driving to war, why couldn't Ger
many, for example buy the raw materials needed? It is a well known
fact that the. world markets are glutted with wheat, coal cotton, cai:
fee and other goods. The stuff has been plowed under and burnt.
There is no lack of it. But they don't want to buy because then
they'd have to pay market prices. This leaves the countries owning
colonies with an advantage. And the advantage is simply that a
colonial people are exploited in numerous ways so that their masters
may gain wealth. Their wages are kept down, they are deprived
of the right to own land, there are poll taxes and numerous other
tricks to squeeze the "heathen". The drive for colonies is based on:

1. exploitation of native population
2. getting of markets from which competition can be barred
3. the obtaining of strategic war bases
4. the desire to sidetrack discontent at home.



Colonial Oppression

Oppression is at the bottom of colonial expansion. It is easy tel
mouth phrases about redistributing raw materials but think what
it means in the terms of the freedom, the independence of millions
of people who make up the colonies. It is this long fight for control
of colonial territory that caused the last war. To help do away with
war, Communists propose the liberation of all colonies, the destruc
tion of the colonial system not the handing out of countries and
people as if they were pieces of wood on a checker board.

The granting of such concessions to fascist governments would
merely whet their appetites, give them a base from which to wage
larger, more destructive wars. It would be setting the example of
offering premiums for aggressive policies in the future.

In conclusion we may as well add that it is ridiculous to expect
imperialist powers who have gone into bloody wars to get colonies
to turn around and peacefully relinquish these to a rival.

There is still another reason offered for the need for expension
by the fascist powers. That is over-population.

Have you ever stopped to wonder why these very same "ovel
populated" countries offer prizes for the largest families, punish
and impose fines on bachelors, forbid the sale of birth-control devices?
We should imagine that in any country where overpopulation existed
there'd be efforts to limit the population rather than to turn women
into breeding instruments as Hitler has done. But more. Germany
which is angling to get back her fonner African possessions hacl
a total population of 18,000 Germans in all her African colonies in
1913. For forty years Japan has had colonial territories which are
very sparsely populated. Italy has had Eritrea for 40 years and last
year it was estimated that there were 84 Italians engaged in agri
culture there. At the same time Mussolini was grabbing Ethiopi.l
in order to plant surplus population there. Japanese are refusing to
settle in Manchuria. The reasons are not hard to discern. First,
almost invariably the colonial climates are so different from that ot
the home country that the people cannot or will not make th.:
drastic change. Manchuria has cold of 50 below zero. African temper-



atures go to the other extreme. Secondly if a country is backward,
as colonies are living conditions are so poor, wages so low that
workers or peasants from the mother country no matter how poor

• they are cannot compete with the natives.

Reasons for Conquest

Yes, there are great hardships within these countries. In Italy
for example according to official fascist figures published in 193'5,
12,490 Italian landlords possessed as much land as all the other
2,465,822 Italian peasant farmers put together. The problem is one
of internal economic set-up rather than that of external expansion.

Czarist Russia tried to expand into China and Turkey. Soviet
Russia has renounced all these claims, gave Poland, Lithuania, Lat
via, and Finland independence and still remains the greatest force
for peace and economic progress having no unemployment and
a steadily rising standard of living. No Russian soldier can be found
aJ;1ywhere outside the border of the country. What greater refutatioa
of all these mythical bases for colonies can be found?

We have offered international cooperation or collective security
_as it has been frequently referred to as a method of maintaining peac('.

But from the foregoing the reader can begin to see that is is our
belief that wars are caused by the system of society we live under, the
profit system. Powerful individuals, wealthy groups, industrialists and
bankers seek to make greater profits by reaching out into new lands,
new territories. For a time they may do this peacefully. Like ;}
Capone gang they will try to "muscle" in on somebody else's te:-
ritory. Then the same bunch in another country gets jittery. Taritf
wars, preferential agreements come to the fore. And when nothing
else can be used, armies are thrown into action. Armies are used to
push the other fellow out of the way (World War, Spanish-Amer
ican War, Russo-Japanese War of J904) to get new markets, raw
materials, colonies. If the nations of the earth were to follow the
example of the Russian people and destroy this profit system it
would be possible to guarantee peace.

The common people of the United States, the young worker or



student has no born emnity against the Russian or the German or
the Japanese. He also has nothing to gain from wars for colonies.
It is true that the United States as well as other countries lack
certain things which other nations have. In an orderly world, there
could be easy exchange of such commodities on an equal basis. Col
onies would be given their freedom, taught whenever necessary how
to become part of a society of nations. Within the countries th~

people would have such a high standard of living that they could
use the goods they produced rather than have to go unemployed
while their wheat was burnt, their cotton plowed under as has
happened under the Roosevelt Plan of trying to save the profit
system or have it locked in warehouses and elevators as happened
under the Hoover plan.

SOCIALISM BRINGS PEACE

THIS plan we propose is Socialism. We Comm,mists propose it as

the permanent way to end war. It is our long term program, ou.
goal which we hope to put unto effect in the United States when we
have convinced the majority of the American people that it is to
their advantage. In 1776 America showed the world a new way or
living-without kings and dukes and feudal lords. We feel that a
changing world, a changing America demands a new step forward
a new way of living, without bankers, economic kings and munitions
makers.

Our short term program is a united movement of labor, youtn
and of all who stand for peace and for collective security or internat
ional cooperation. We want to stave off war and give the people
an opportunity to organize their forces, to learn how to achieve a
new and better life. And in this drive to maintain peace we coop
erate with all young people who regardless of whether they desire
or understand the need of Socialism are earnestly working for
peace.



Peace Can be VVon

Some members of the Socialist youth movement have in recent
months scorned our efforts in this direction. They are impatient, leI
alone intolerant and fatalistic. "Nothing can be- done to stop war.
After it starts we'll destroy the war-makers and establish Socialism.'
they proclaim. We Communists know that wars are caused by capita
lism. But we also feel that given a particular year, or month, day or
moment not every force within this society is prepared and willing
to go to war. Particularly is this true in this world which has
already undergone the beginning of a fundamental change with the
establishment of the first Socialist state, the Soviet Union. We have
faith in the ability and power of the people to apply their pressure
in such a way that these conditions may be taken advantage of. Our
central aim in the struggle for peace is to achieve practical results
in maintaining peace. Without such daily education and continuous
battle against the war-machine it will be impossible to convince th.:
people of the possibility and necessity of a new society.

We join with all young people in the fight for peace even if they
do not believe in our ultimate program or the efficacy of the Oxford
Pledge. As Young Communists we have joined in the World Youth
Congress, the United Student Peace Committee, the American Youm
Congress, the American League Against War and Fascism seeking
that program and that path which will win the largest percentage
of young people for the peace movement. Regardless of ultimate
aims youth of America must join in common defense. And to learn
about the causes of war and how to achieve clarity and action for J

warless world, join the Young Communist League.
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